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ARSTRACT

Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBD defines kok as a marker that has similar meaning with
mengapa and kenapa. Kok in a question tend to co-occur with other pragmatic markers (Mutiara,

2017; Sneddon, 2006). This study aims at investigating whether kenapa also co-occurs with pragmatic
markers. In the co-occurences, it analyzed different types of markers that co-occur with kok and

kenapa and the interpersonal and textual functions of those markers. Corpus-assisted discourse study

was conducted to analyze the data taken frorr, CI{Ii-DES (Child Language Data Exchange System). It
was found that both kok and kenapa co-occur with other markers. Thcre are more markers that co-

occur with kok than kenapa.Interpersonal functions cal be seen more obvious in the co-occurcnces of
kok and markers. Some of the markers that collocate with kok cany exclamation sense. It shows

speakers' shock. This case cannot be found in the co-occurences of kenapa and markers. It seems that
the speakers did not expect to see the facts. Markers occur to show speakers' feelings. The speakers

questioned phenomenon and show their feelings towards it. Expressing feeling is a part of speakers'
way to direct tlre audience to answer the questions. Moreover, in the co-occurences of kok and

markers, some markers such as eh md lho tend to appear repeatedly such as in eh. eh, kok pake kaki?
And lho lho lho lho kok di lante? The speakers signed to the interlocutors that they should not do
particular actions and their behaviours are inappropriate.

I(eynvords: pragmatic rnarkers, co-occurrenc e,lco k, kena.pa

INTRODUCTION
Pragmatic markers are divided into discourse markers, stance markers, and interjcctions (Aljmer &
Rtihlemann,2014). Biber, Johansson, ConrnC, & Finegan, 1999 staied that discoursc markers are

"loosely attached to the clause ard conne,;lt:d with ongoing interaction." Stance markers have

functions to deliver speakers' attitudes and cvaluation (Gray & Biber, 2014). The difference of
interj ections with the others is they have exclamation sense (Norrich, 2014) . Al1 types of markers are

essential parts of discourse in colloquial includiirg colloquial Jakartan Indonesian (Sncddon, 2006).
This language variation is spoken in Jakarta" the capital city of Indonesia. O.rerall, there are two
functions of markers namely inlerpersonal and textual functions (Halliday in Aijmer 2014).

Interpersonal function includes hedging (sotiening), expressing solidarity, and signaling attifudes
(stancc). The functions cannot be separated u,rth interpersonal aspccts anlong pafiicinants of the

dialogue. Interactions among participants and the message are built by applying markers (Biber, et al.,

1999). Textual functions cover sorne issues i.e. aftract hearers'attention, signal a I]a"me, make
boundary in the discourse, and shilt topics.

In conversation, thc use o1'markels hcips the speakers to delivcr the rrLessages. Thcy lead the

interlocutors to understand *'hat the speak.rs mean (Aijmer & R.iihlernanrr. 2015; FIan, 201 1;

Schiffrin, 2003). They maxin'iized ihc mcssag': -ii:li;ery. Therefore, marhcrs play an imporriant role tbr
the continuity of discourse.

Somc studies of markers in lndon,.:siau lavc bccn conducted.'I'he meLin fur-.ction is to create

and raise solidarity between the parlicipants i,r :,;c conversations (Sati 2011; Wouk, 1998). According
to Wouk (1998) who explored marker [zn, it i,vcrks by giving effect t,: interlocutors' emcrtions. While
Sari (2011) mentioned that lndo;resian cult.ire u'hich gives importance on solidarily influences the
nature of conversations includingtlie use of mar'l<ers. Miyake (2015) studiecl .silr atd kcsk.Marker :;ih
is used to cany negative sense in questions. It also can be used to compare two items. She, moreover,
discussed that kok gives sense of something happen in unexpected way. The finding of kok is relevant
with the study of Mutiara (2011).
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The present study concems on marker kok. There are two functions of kok namely to question
and emphasize (Sneddon,2006). For kokwhich functions to question, I{arnus Be.sar Bahasa Indone-sia
(Indonesian-Indonesian dictionary), stated that it is the synonym of kenapa or mengopo. (why). The
dictionary defines kenapu as a question wc)rd to ask for causes or reasons. It is also labeled as a word
that bclongs to colloquial.

Previous research on markcr kok fotnd that it might occur with other markers namely elt, lho,
lha, yah, wah, and ih (Mutiara,2017). Two rnarkcrs that arc in one intonation unit might occur and

they produce more nuanccs of mcaning (Sncddon, 2006). Sncddon described sorle cases such as the

occuffences of kok and sih. h addition, three markers might be found in one intonation unit to form
yah ha kok ... and wah llto kok ... (Mutiara, 20n).lt can be said that as a discourse marker kok co-
occur with other discourse markers and interjectitrns"
Such kind of occurrences composes more complex meaning. In relation to the concept that kok is a
synonym to kenapa, it is intriguing whether the case of co-occurences with markers also can be found
with kenapa. This study preferred to contrast kok wtth kenapa rather than mengapa because kenupa is

labeled as a word in colloquial lndoncsian. It discusscd whcthcr kenapa co-occurs with markers. If so,

the differences of markers and their functions that co-occur with kok and kenapa were investigated.

METHODOLOGY
Corpus assisted discourse study was applied to answer the research questions. Since it is a corpus
study, building the corpus is thc first stcp. Thc data wcre takcn fi'orn CHILDES (Child Language
Data Exchange System) which is available to be downioaded on the website. This is a spoken corpus
of colloquial Jakartan Indonesian that contains dialogues of child and child and child and adult
interactions. Some dialogues from CHILDES were taken to build a new corpus. The size of thc corpus
is around 370,000 words. To get the markers that co-occur with kok and kenapa, the Iist of collocatcs
that are 4 words to the left and right was searched by using AntConc. The collocates that were not
markers were dismissed from the list. Then, the markers with at least have ten occurences wcre
analyzed.'Concordance lines were studied to find the functions of the co-occurences. lt was done to
consider the context of dialogue. Aijmer and Rtihlemann (201 5) mentioned tl.rat meanings of markers
can be fbund by studying context. Analyzing the meaning is necessary to see the functions. Thc
funi;tions were categorizedby theory developed by Halliday in Aijmer and Riihlemann (2015) i.e.
interpersonal and textual functions.

ANALYSIS
The nrarkers mostly occur on the left side. On the left side of toir, there are some markers ramely lho,
ya, eh, sih, oh, lah, lh.ct, and ih. Silr is the only markel on the right side of kok. On the left side of
kenapa, there are some markers namely eh, and oft. While on the right side, there are sih atd kok. ln
terms of frequency, it was fotind that the number of markers that co-occur wtth kok whether they are

on the lefl or right sides is higher than kenapa.
It was found that eight markers occur on the 1eft side of kok while one marker appcars on thc

right side of it. Al1 sub-functions of interpersonal functions i.e., softening, expressing solidarity, and
signaling attitudcs can be found. For tcrtual function, at.iacting hearers' attention is ':Lrc rnain furrction
especially the repetitions of marker. The following tablc shows tl'rc frcqr"rcncics of kok and other
markers.

Table l. The co-occurences of /roy't and markers

Lcft side Right side
Markers Frequency M:tkcr' F NC

lho 128 ,s ih LZJ

ya 89
eh 58

,sih 44

oh 36

vah t9
lha
ih

21 i

lt -.'._- - -.-l
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Markers lho occtx to question a phenomenon that is considered weird for the speakers as in lho, kok di
sekolah adajemuran? It might appear to show that what happens is below speaker's expectation such
as lho, kok cunxan begini? Repetitions of lho can be found up to three to four times in one utterance as

in lho, lho, lho, kok diberantakin? and lho, lho, lho, lho, kok di lante? In both cases, the speakers
found unexpected behaviors. Then, the speakers show higher sense of shock. By doing so, it is
expected that the ones that produced such behavior would change it.

Markers ya bring sense of disappointment. The unexpected things make the speakers
disappointed as inya, kok gilu? and ya, kok dilepas lca? Yah carries a similar function to ya as inya,
kok lepas sambungannya, kan tabrakan? Hearing that the speakers are disappointed makes the
interlocutors do something to reduce disappointment. For instance, in the utterance of ya kok dilepas
Ica,the speakers indirectly stated that it is wrong to do it. The interlocutor, Ica, reaTized it and would
stop doing the unexpected actions. Similar to lho,ya andyah were used to show speakers' attitudes.

Marker e/z has some meanings. One of them is to make the interlocutor realize that something
is wrong. It carries sense of protesting such asin eh, ktkmamas melulu? In that case, the speaker said
that it is not fair. Furthermore, it is also done to make the interlocutors re.alize that they misbehaved.
The utterances were produced by adults to children as in eh, kok pake gigi? and elt, kamu kok tidak
sopan sctma kaka? lt can be seen that the speakers make negative assessment towards phenomena that
they observed. Eh can be repeated twice or three times in one utterance as in eh, eh, kok dimakan? and
eh, eh, eh, kok dipotong? The repetitions are intended to give stronger notices to the interlocutors. It is
used to canlr speakers' attitude ofdislike.

When slft occurs on the Ieft side of kok, sih is a part ofanother clause that appears preceding
the slmtactical structure in which /cok occurs. [n the example siapa sih yang mutusin, kok miring?, sih
is a a part of the clasue siapa sih yang muhsin. Then, kok miring comes. The two structures form one
utterance. In one utterance, thus, there are two questions. The speakers' mind was processing several
questions at the same time. Other examples are power rdngernyd yang man(t ,sih kok banyak banget?
and punya siapa sih kok pada kagak tau?. Among sequences of questions, the speakers tried to make
impression that they do not attack the interlocutors with several questions at the same time by using
sil2. Sih creates sequences of questions flows smoothly (Sneddon, 2006). Besides, kok carries the
sense of unexpectedness (Mutiara, 2017).The unexpected things tend to be negative. It is in line with
what is mentioned by Miyake (2015). To convey such message, sihis used. Hedging and signaling
attitudes can be seen in the use of this marker.

Markers ai show the speakers got new information. After he realized some information, the
speaker asked a question about the new information that is oh punya dia kok kamu minum?
Furthermore, it is possible for the utterance to have another question word even though marker kok
has a function as a question word there as in oh kok nggak mau kenapa? Repetition of the function of
question word realized by kok and kenapa represent speakers' urgency to get the reasons because it
intensihes the intriguing tone. In the co-occurences, the speakers noticed new issue and asked
information related to the issue. Then, the conversation was directed to that issue. Repetition of oh
also can be found as it oh, oh, kok pake ditutupin? Marker oft represents that the interlocutors get the
message and they now have same knowledge as the speakers. It can be seen as interlocutors' efforl to
respect message informed by the speakers. The interlocutors show politeness as a way to maintain
relationship. Solidarity function is apparent.

Marker ih carries the sense of protesting as in ih, kok begitu sih? It might function as a tool to
correct child's behavior as in ih, kok berisik amat makannya? Repetitions of ii can be found as in ih,
ih, kok marah marah?. It shows speaker's feeling of disgusting towards one issue raised. Ifr is used to
signal attitudes.

In general, marker lha delivers the sense of shock. Besides, it shows sense of confusing as in
lha, kok aku naek di mana? Signaling attitude is obvious in the use of marker lha.
In the co-occurences of kok and slft in which sii occurs on the right side of kok, sift occurs to show a
kind of negative feeling. It can be a way to deliver the sense of protesting. He was not satisfied with
what he saw. The speaker, thus, asked kok begitu sih? Then, the interlocutor answered nanti dulu
belum jadi. The answer was to minimize speakers' protest by giving explanation. It nright appear to
show the negative feeling of dislike as in kok aku sih?. It also can bc used to smooth the conversation
as in tante kok bagus sih ininya?. Showing attitudes and softening play roles here.
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There are two markers on the left side of kenapa and two markers occur on the right side of it. The
interpersonal functions can be seen even though speakers' attitudes are not as various as in the case of
co-occuences of kok and markers. Attracting hearer's attention and signaling a frame are the salient
texfual functions. The frequencies of rnarkers can be seen in the table below.

Table 2. The co-occurences of kenapa and markers

Le side Risht side

Markers Frequency Markers Frequency
eh 38 sih 6l
oh 1s kok 44

The co-occurences of kenapa and other markers can be seen in the examples'. eh, kenapa mamah
rambutnya keriting? By using ei the speaker atflact hearer's attention to focus on the cause as can be
seen in the following dialogue:

A: Ih, mama ra.mbutnya keriting, ih.
B'. Eh, kenapa mamah rambutnya keriting?

It was used to make the interlocutor focus on why it happened. Repetition of eh also can be found as

it eh, eh, eh, lcenapa tuh? Textval function which is signaling aftame can be seen herc. The speakers
directed interiocutor to the reasons ofthe existence ofphenomena.

In the co-occuffences of kenapo and marker ofr, markers oh can occur with kenapa as a

bundle as in oh, kenapa as in oh, kenapa dia naik taksi? In the other case, oh forms a chunk with kolr
as oh lok... . This sffucture also functions to ask a reason. Then, it is followed by a question word
kenapa. The example for this case is oh, kok nggak mau kenapa? Both kok and kenapa are used to ask
for reasons. Marker o/z shows that thc speakers got neu, information. Both the giver and receivcr of
information now has same knowledge. The use of marker oh thaL co-occur wrth kenapa is similar to
its co-occurences with kok. Oh shows solidarity function.

When the speakers produced kenapa sih ...?, the speakers aiso made a number of questions
preceding or foilowing the question with kenapa sih ... ? as follows:

A: Kenapa kamu? Kctmu takut gemuk ya? Kenapa sih? Kan, kamu nggak gentuk, Ca.

The speakers produced two questions before uttering kenctpa silz?. Also, the questions might not come
in sequences as in the following dialogue:

A: Kenapa sih takut sama guguk?
B: Takut.

A: Emang kenapa?

As has been discussed that marker ,sih has a role in softening sequences of questions, it happens for
co-occurenceq of kertupa and sih.

Kenapa kok occvs as in kenapa kok dia nggak mau? and kenapa kok marah? Furthermore,
mal'ker sift might occur in their co-occurrences such as in kenapa sih kok males and kenapa sih kok
takut sama polisi? Both kenapa and kok play roles in asking reasons. As one of the functions of
marker kok is to deliver feeling of shock, it also happens for this case. The co-occurences of kok and
kenapa cause the double sense ofquestioning accompanied by feeling shock.

CONCLUSIOI{
Like kok, lcenapa co-occurs with markers. Markers that co-occur on the left side of kok are more
various compared lo kenapa. The markers that collocate with kok tend to carryz interpersonal function
especially signaling attitudes. There are differenttypes of attitudes. Markers that carry strong sense of
emotions of the speakers such as lho and yah were not found to co-occur with kenapa.In conclusion,
speakers' feelings can be seen more clearly by using fto& because more various markers that function
to slrow emotjons co-occur with kok. This case does not happen in co-occurences of kenttpa and other
markers. Several markers namely eh and oh co-occrr wrlh kok and kenapa on the left side and sii on
the right side. These markers have similar functions in their co-occurences with kok and kenapa.
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